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�� Introduction

Prominent points in multi�dimensional digital images of di�erent modalities
are key features for a variety of computer vision tasks� As point landmarks
we de�ne� e�g�� corners in �D projection images or tips of anatomical struc�
tures in �D spatial images� both of which are represented by geometric
properties of the underlying intensity function� Note that� in the case of
�D spatial images� the geometry of the intensity function in general di�
rectly re�ects the geometry of the depicted anatomical structures� which is
generally not the case for �D projection images�

In this chapter� we describe our studies on the performance character�
ization of operators for the detection and localization of point landmarks�
First� we discuss the general problem as well as our approach to the vali�
dation and evaluation of landmark operators� Then� we detail our investi�
gations for the case of �D as well as �D landmark operators�

�� General Approach to the Evaluation of Landmark Operators

As a methodical basis we adopt a general approach to the validation and
evaluation of landmark operators� This approach consists of three principal
steps as depicted in Fig� �� Central to this scheme is the formalization of
the signal structure which in our opinion is of paramount importance and is
a key issue in the development of algorithms with predictable performance�
Examples are the modelling of the systematic intensity variations in �D
projection images 	see Section �
 or the modelling of structures in �D to�
mographic images of the human brain 	see Section �
� A prerequisite in the
latter case is a careful analysis of brain anatomy� In either case� we have to
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Figure �� General approach to the evaluation of landmark operators�

�nd a mathematical description of geometric properties� e�g�� in terms of
di�erential geometry�

A second main step is a detailed analysis of the degrees�of�freedom�
Here� a fundamental problem is that the number of the degrees�of�freedom
are often very large� Particularly� this is true in the case of �D landmark
operators� where we can classify the degrees�of�freedom w�r�t� 	i
 anatomy
	e�g�� landmark type� scale� anatomical variability
� 	ii
 imaging 	e�g�� con�
trast� noise� resolution� modality
� as well as 	iii
 the algorithm 	e�g�� op�
erator type� �lter widths� thresholds
� In experimental studies it is often
possible to analyze the performance w�r�t� only a subset of the degrees�of�
freedom� Priorities may be set on the basis of application scenaria� require�
ment analyses� and criteria catalogues comprising criteria such as accuracy�
robustness� and reproducibility�

Third� theoretical as well as experimental studies should be performed�
A theoretical assessment of operator performance should be strived for to
a maximum extent� provided a mathematical treatment is possible at all�
In addition� experimental studies are indispensable for performance predic�
tion in real applications� To this end� we advocate an incremental approach
building upon a hierarchy of test data 	e�g�� ���
� By this� we mean an ex�
perimental strategy that starts out from synthetic ideal signal structures of
landmark prototypes and incrementally increases the complexity of the test
data by incorporating� e�g�� image blur� noise� di�erent sampling schemes�
and further degradations� The usage of synthetic images at �rst in compar�
ison to real images has the advantage that �ground truth� is available�
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Figure �� Model of an L�corner�

�� �D Landmark Operators

In this section� we describe an analytic study to characterize the perfor�
mance of operators for extracting �D point landmarks� We consider cor�
ners of polyhedral objects and analyze the localization properties of ten
well�known di�erential corner detectors� Note� that this study is not only
relevant for �D projection images but also for �D slices of �D tomographic
images exhibiting similar tip�like structures� Our study is based on an an�
alytic model of the intensities of an L�corner in ���������� We have analyzed
the dependence of the localization accuracy on all model parameters given
the full range of the parameter values 	Rohr ����
� Another analytic study
of corner operators by Deriche and Giraudon ��� only considered speci�c
aperture angles of an L�corner 	��o and ��o
 to compare three di�erent
operators� In alternative studies� the performance of corner operators has
been investigated experimentally� either by visual judgment of the results
	e�g�� Kitchen and Rosenfeld ����
� by applying statistical measures 	e�g��
Zuniga and Haralick ���
� by using projective invariants 	e�g�� Coelho et al�
���� Heyden and Rohr ����
� or by computing the number of corresponding
points under elastic transformations 	e�g�� Hartkens et al� ����
 and projec�
tive transformations of planar scenes 	e�g�� Schmid et al� ����
�

An L�corner can be modelled by Gaussian convolution of a wedge�
shaped structure 	see Fig� �
� Taking advantage of the symmetry of this
structure� we can derive an analytic model which can be written as the
superposition of two functions representing the upper and lower part of the
L�corner� resp� 	����
�
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where � is the aperture angle� a the contrast� and � quanti�es the image
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and t � tan	���
� �� � tx� y�
For this model we have analyzed the localization accuracy of ten di�er�

ential operators 	����
� It turned out that some of the operators are either
equivalent or do not yield any point� For the remaining six operators� the
localized corner points are independent of the contrast� i�e� x	a
 � const��
but there is a linear dependence on the image blur� i�e� x	�
 � x � �� Note�
that since we have a symmetric structure the localized points lie on the x�
axis 	cf� Fig� �
 and therefore we only have to compute the positions along
this axis� The dependence on the aperture angle� x	�
� is nonlinear and is
depicted in Fig� � for the whole range of �o � � � ���o while choosing
� � �� From this �gure we see that the operator of Beaudet ��� yields two
positions for the corner model 	denoted by xBp and xBn and represented by
the solid curves
� The other operators yield only one position and are ab�
breviated and depicted as follows� Dreschler and Nagel �� by xDN and the
solid curve� Kitchen and Rosenfeld ���� by xKR and the boldfaced dashed
curve� F�orstner ��� by xF and the dashed curve� Rohr ���� by xR and the
dotted curve� and Blom et al� ��� by xBRK and the dashed dotted curve�
It can be seen that the localization accuracy strongly depends on �� For
� � ��o most operators have a localization error to the tip of the unblurred
structure of about �pix� where pix denotes spatial unity� For smaller values
of � we have signi�cantly larger errors�

As additional reference position we have also computed the positions
of the 	exact
 curvature extremum along the Canny edge line 	denoted
by xL and represented by the bold�faced curve
� Although the di�erential
operator corresponding to this de�nition is rather extensive� we can derive
a relatively simple equation which determines its positions� With x� � x�q�
q �

p
� � t� and t � tan	���
� this equation can be stated as 	����
�

G	x�
� t�x��	x�
 � �� 	�


which is an implicit equation involving the aperture angle �� Also in this
case the positions are independent of the contrast a and there is a linear
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Figure �� Localization of di�erent �D corner operators as a function of the aperture
angle � of an L�corner with an image blur of � � ��

dependence on the image blur �� From Fig� � it can be seen that the depen�
dence on � qualitatively agrees with that for the corner operators discussed
above�

Recently� we have shown analytically that the localization errors of dif�
ferential corner operators can signi�cantly be reduced by applying multi�
step approaches 	Frantz et al� ����
� Note also� that a model�based approach
to the localization of corners 	Rohr ���������
 allows to determine the correct
position independently of all three parameters �� a� and ��

�� �D Landmark Operators

In the case of �D landmark operators� we consider the extraction of anatom�
ical point landmarks in tomographic images of the human brain� Generally�
these landmarks serve as features for the registration of �D multi�modality
image data 	e�g�� MR and CT images as well as digital atlases
� Thirion
����� for example� has introduced �D di�erential operators to detect ex�
tremal points on ridge lines� These operators employ partial derivatives of
an image up to the third order� However� the computation of high order
partial derivatives generally is rather sensitive to noise� Related ridge�line
based operators as well as operators based on the mean and Gaussian curva�
ture using partial derivatives up to the second order have been investigated
in ��� 	see also� e�g�� ���
� Rohr ���� has introduced �D di�erential operators
which are generalizations of existing �D corner detectors� These operators
employ either only �rst order partial derivatives or �rst and second order
partial derivatives of an image� Therefore� these operators are computa�
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Figure �� Di�erent types of �D point landmarks�

tionally e�cient and they do not su�er from instabilities of computing high
order partial derivatives� All operators mentioned above have only been de�
signed for landmark detection and yield voxel positions� Recently� we have
also proposed multi�step di�erential approaches for re�ned localization of
�D landmarks which yield subvoxel positions 	Frantz et al� ����
�

To assess the performance of the di�erent �D operators we have carried
out several studies� These studies include investigations of the localization
accuracy as a function of image blur and noise� as well as the application of
statistical measures to quantify the detection performance� The studies are
based on �D synthetic data 	e�g�� tetrahedra and ellipsoids
� where ground�
truth is available� as well as on �D tomographic images of the human brain
	MR and CT images
� The basis of our evaluation studies is a detailed
analysis of brain anatomy resulting in a geometric characterization of point
landmarks 	Rohr and Stiehl ����
� Examples of di�erent classes of point
landmarks are shown in Fig� �� It appears that many point landmarks can
be classi�ed as either tips or saddle points 	e�g�� the tips of the ventricular
horns or the saddle point at the zygomatic bone
� In the following� we focus
on these types of landmarks� Other types of landmarks are� for example�
surface�surface and line�surface intersections 	e�g�� junctions of sulci
 or
center points of cylinder crossings 	e�g�� optic chiasm
�

���� EVALUATION OF �D DETECTION OPERATORS

We have investigated nine di�erent �D di�erential operators for detecting
anatomical point landmarks in �D images g	x� y� z
� Since most of these
operators are �D extensions of �D corner operators we denote them by
the names of the corresponding authors who introduced the �D operators�
Three of the nine operators are based on the mean curvature H of isocon�
tours� two operators are based on the Gaussian curvature K� and one ex�
ploits the Hessian matrixHg� Another three operators are based on the ma�

trixCg � rg 	rg
T � which is the averaged dyadic product of the image gra�
dient rg � 	gx� gy� gz


T � In summary� we have the following nine �D opera�
tors� H� Kitchen	Rosenfeld�D � H ��jrgj� Blom�D � H ��jrgj�� K� K� �
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K � jrgj�� Beaudet�D � detHg� Op� � detCg�traceCg� Rohr�D � detCg�
F�orstner�D � ��traceC��

g 	see also ���������
�
The detection performance of these operators has been assessed on the

basis of statistical measures using �D synthetic data as well as �D MR
and CT images 	Hartkens et al� ����
� Alternative studies are based on
the number of matched points in rigid 	����
 or elastic 	����
 registration�
or determine the rigid or a�ne registration accuracy 	e�g�� ��������
� In a
previous study� we compared the performance of the operators based on
the mean and Gaussian curvature with ridge�line based operators 	Beil
et al� ���
� Analyzing the localization accuracy as a function of blur and
noise� the number of false detections as a function of the size of the region�
of�interest 	ROI
� and the a�ne registration accuracy� we found that the
operator K� from above yielded the best result together with the ridge�line
based operators 	which are computationally more expensive
� Therefore�
we did not consider ridge�line based operators in the present study�

To compute statistical measures for the detection performance� we con�
sider around each landmark a ROI 	�� � �� � �� voxels
 as well as a de�
tection region 	� � � � � voxels
� The usage of a detection region has the
advantage that small localization errors of the operators 	cf� ���������
 do
not falsify the detection performance� The measures used in our study are
based on the following quantities� nd as the overall number of detections�
nd�in as the number of correct detections 	detections inside the detection
region
� nl as the overall number of landmarks� and nl�detect as the number
of landmarks with at least one detection inside the detection region� Based
on these quantities we compute the following measures for the detection
performance�

Pin �
nd�in
nd

� Pdetect �
nl�detect

nl
� Pmultiple �

nd�in
nl

� 	�


which quantify the fraction of correct detections� the fraction of detected
landmarks� and the average number of multiple detections per landmark�
resp� Previously� statistical measures have been applied in the case of �D
corner operators 	e�g�� Zuniga and Haralick ���
� However� only two mea�
sures have been employed there and detection regions around corners have
not been considered� Thus� the resulting detection performance in that work
depends more strongly on the localization accuracy�

In the case of �D synthetic images 	tetrahedra� ellipsoids� hyperbolic
paraboloids
� we have analyzed the measures in 	�
 as a function of the
parameters of the modelled landmarks as well as the noise level� In the case
of �D MR and CT images� we have computed the mean values of the mea�
sures for all considered landmarks 	see Fig� � for the case of MR images
� In
total� we have analyzed ��� synthetic and �� real images� where image here
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Figure �� Detection performance of the nine investigated �D operators for MR images�

means image volumes around the considered landmarks� From these studies
it turns out� that the operators based on only �rst order partial derivatives
of an image 	Op�� Rohr�D� F�orstner�D
 yield the best results� Although
the fraction of detected landmarks Pdetect in Fig� �� for example� is compa�
rable for all operators� the fraction of correct detections Pin is signi�cantly
higher for the mentioned three operators� Additionally� the average num�
ber of multiple detections is Pmultiple � � for these operators which is much
better in comparison to the other operators 	note the di�erent units on the
left and right side of the diagram
� Out of the mentioned three operators�
the operators Op� and Rohr�D show superior performance�

���� EVALUATION OF �D MULTI	STEP PROCEDURES

Recently� we introduced multi�step di�erential approaches for �D landmark
extraction� combining landmark detection with additional steps for re�ned
localization 	Frantz et al� ���������
� As detection operators we utilize one of
the operators Op�� Rohr�D� or F�orstner�D� Subvoxel positions of the land�
marks can be determined by applying a �D extension of the �D di�erential
edge intersection approach of F�orstner and G�ulch ���� With this extended
approach� the �D position estimate �x is determined by

rg 	rg
T �x � rg 	rg
T x� 	


where rg is the �D image gradient and �overline� means average� In sum�
mary� we have the following three multi�step procedures�
i
 Two�step procedure� Application of a �D detection operator of large and
small scales for robust detection as well as re�ned localization�
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Figure �� Ventricular system of the human brain adapted from ���	 with marked land�
marks 
left�� and frontal horn of the ventricular system in a �D MR image 
right��

ii
 Two�step procedure� After landmark detection� the �D di�erential edge
intersection approach is applied� This procedure yields subvoxel positions
and is the direct �D extension of the two�step procedure in ����
iii
 Three�step procedure� Combination of the procedures i
 and ii
�

The multi�step procedures have been evaluated using �D synthetic data
and �D MR images of the human head� In the latter case� we have con�
sidered as landmarks the tips of the frontal� occipital� and temporal horns
of the ventricular system in three di�erent MR data sets 	see Fig� 
� The
localization accuracy has been plotted in Fig� � separately for each land�
mark and for each MR image� We have computed the mean values e of
the Euclidean distances from the localized positions to the manually speci�
�ed positions� which we consider as �ground�truth� 	although we know that
manual localization of �D landmarks generally is di�cult and may be prone
to error
� It can be seen that the multi�step procedures signi�cantly improve
the localization accuracy in comparison to applying a detection operator
alone 	DET
� As detection operator we here applied the operator Op�� In
the mean� the approaches i
� ii
 and iii
 yield an improvement of ����vox �
����vox � and ����vox w�r�t� DET� resp�� where vox denotes spatial unity�
As an example� the localized positions for the tip of the left occipital horn
have been visualized in Fig� � by three orthogonal sections of the �D data�

�� Conclusions

We have described our studies on the validation and evaluation of �D and
�D landmark operators� Our general approach consists of three main steps�
	i
 modelling the signal structure of landmarks� 	ii
 analysis of the degrees�
of�freedom� and 	iii
 theoretical and experimental performance analysis�
The formalization of the signal structure in our opinion is of paramount
importance and is a key issue in the development of algorithms with pre�
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Figure �� Localized positions for the tip of the left occipital horn of the ventricular
system in a �D MR image using the detection operator alone 
DET� and the multi�step
procedures i�� ii�� and iii� in axial� sagittal� and coronal views�

dictable performance� In the broader context of computer vision technology�
our work is also relevant in the sense of shaping a methodology which allows
to bridge the gaps between application problems� computational theories�
and algorithms�
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